Bongo Loves the Bible CD ~ Bible Background Game
There are seven Bible Stands with study panels in the game landscape
which students should read. Some of the panels are two-pagers. At the
end of the Jungle path, there are 10 questions about the Bible Stand
content that must be answered correctly in order to win. Answering
correct the first time improves your score, as does avoiding the Bad Boy
Plants and collecting scripture scrolls! Remember to use your Ctrl key to
jump away if needed, and aim and fling bananas with your mouse key.
The following teaching resource shows you what is found on each of the
stands.
**The last page of this document lists all the questions posed on the
panels. You can make copies of the last page to use as a student handout.
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The second scripture stand can be a bit tricky to find. Look
for it along the narrow path by the river.

Here is a list of the optional discussion questions which are found on the Bible Stands:
Bible Stand 2-2:
What are some other ways the Bible is transmitted forward (published & shared) in your day?
What can you do to make sure the Bible is passed to the next generation?
Bible Stand 3-2:
How might the Bible be reproduce (published) and taught 1000 years from now?
Bible Stand 4:
Judges 1:14 What words does your translation use to translate this verse?
What Bible versions do you use at home, worship, and in the classroom?
Bible Stand 5:
What new words can you come up with for John 3:16?
Bible Stand 6-1:
What does your church believe about reading the Bible?
Bible Stand 6-2:
Do you have a favorite Bible verse?
What is that verse trying to tell you?
How do you make time to study the Bible?
What more can you do to study the Bible?
Bible Stand 7:
Read Luke 24:23-25. What made the scriptures “clear” to the disciples?
Discuss the difference between being “guided” by the Bible, and being “led” by Jesus the Living Word.
Complete this sentence with as many images as you can think of:
The Bible is like a __________________ (Example: “instruction book.”)
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